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The T-cell antigen receptor (TCR) is an assembly of eight type I
single-pass membrane proteins that occupies a central position in
adaptive immunity. Many TCR-triggering models invoke an alter-
ation in receptor complex structure as the initiating event, but both
the precise subunit organization and the pathway by which ligand-
induced alterations are transferred to the cytoplasmic signaling
domains are unknown. Here, we show that the receptor complex
transmembrane (TM) domains form an intimately associated eight-
helix bundle organized by a specific interhelical TCR TM interface.
The salient features of this core structure are absolutely conserved
between αβ and γδ TCR sequences and throughout vertebrate evo-
lution, and mutations at key interface residues caused defects in the
formation of stable TCRαβ:CD3δe:CD3γe:ζζ complexes. These find-
ings demonstrate that the eight TCR–CD3 subunits form a compact
and precisely organized structure within the membrane and provide
a structural basis for further investigation of conformationally reg-
ulated models of transbilayer TCR signaling.
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The antigen-specific T-cell response depends critically upon
the ability of the T-cell receptor (TCR) to signal the recog-

nition of activating ligands. The variable TCR proteins (α, β, δ,
and γ) that bind to these ligands have no intrinsic intracellular
signaling capability and transmit information through the non-
covalently associated CD3δe, CD3γe, and ζζ modules containing
cytoplasmic immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motifs
(ITAMs) that are phosphorylated by the Src-family kinase Lck.
The mechanism by which antigen sensing is translated from ligand
binding at the distal end of the TCR to phosphorylation events at
the cytoplasmic tails of the associated signaling modules remains
an important open question in T-cell biology. A mounting pool of
evidence implicates ligand-induced alterations in receptor struc-
ture (1) and/or TCR–CD3 configuration (2–6) as the triggering
event. Changes in the structured extracellular (EC) domains are
proposed to translate, through an unknown mechanism, into al-
terations in the CD3 and ζζ cytoplasmic tails, converting them
to a conformation that is receptive to phosphorylation by Lck
and binding of other proximal signaling components (7–12).
This type of signaling model implies a pathway between EC and
cytoplasmic domains that may involve alterations in the subunit
transmembrane (TM) domains with respect to each other and/
or the lipid bilayer (13–16). Consistent with this view, Kuhns
and colleagues (17) recently reported a ligand-induced change
in intersubunit proximity at the TM–juxtamembrane juncture in
the ζζ dimer and proposed that this “mechanical switch” is
coupled to signal initiation at the ζζ cytoplasmic tails. How-
ever, the nature of the upstream structural changes that trigger
this switch, and whether it is required for signal initiation,
remain to be determined. Tracing possible transbilayer con-
formational pathways involved in TCR triggering will require a
detailed view of subunit organization, particularly within and
near the membrane.

The complexity of the octameric TCRαβ:CD3δe:CD3γe:ζζ
assembly has made it an exceedingly challenging subject for struc-
tural studies, and our understanding of the specific molecular in-
terfaces mediating communication between ligand-binding and
signal-transducing modules is consequently incomplete. Data from
a large collection of mutagenesis studies indicate that a continuum
of interactions among EC, connecting peptide (CP)/stalk, and TM
domains contribute to the assembly, stability, and function of the
surface-expressed complex (reviewed in refs. 15, 16, and 18). The
TM domains are particularly important sites of interactions that
govern the assembly of the three dimeric signaling modules with
TCR α- and β-chains through focused networks of polar interac-
tions (Fig. 1A) (19). The solution NMR structure of the micelle-
embedded ζζ module (20) revealed a highly specific TM helix
dimer interface that is required to properly position the key polar
residues (a pair of closely apposed aspartic acids) for interaction
with an arginine in the TCRα TM domain. However, aside from the
very similar polar interactions governing CD3δe association with
TCRα and CD3γe association with TCRβ (19), little is known about
the extent of structural organization that exists within the mem-
brane-embedded region of this complex receptor. In particular,
nothing at all is known about whether the proximity and orientation
of TCRα and TCRβ TM domains are determined by a structured
interface, yet this question is central to the problem of intra-
membrane TCR organization and transbilayer signaling because
these proteins form the “hub” of the complex within the membrane.
In this study, we combine intramembrane disulfide scanning,

solution NMR, and computational modeling methods to in-
terrogate the relationship between TCRα and TCRβ TM domains
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in the context of the assembled, membrane-embedded receptor
complex. Our results identify a specific helical TCRαβ TM interface
within the core of the assembled, untriggered receptor. We further
demonstrate that formation of this TM interface is essential to the
integrity of the assembled complex, and that its salient features are
conserved between αβ and γδ TCRs and across species that span
the entire range of vertebrates with recognizable TCR genes.

Results
Disulfide Scanning Identifies TCRα–TCRβ TM Contacts Within the
Receptor Complex. We designed a disulfide scanning approach
that would allow analysis of TM interfaces within a receptor com-
plex assembled from full-length subunits in a natural cellular
membrane. Single cysteine substitutions were made at every posi-
tion in the regions corresponding to the predicted TM domains of
human TCRα and TCRβ proteins, including two to three additional
amino acids on either side, but excluding the basic TM residues that
are required for assembly with signaling modules (Fig. 1B) (19). To
facilitate SDS/PAGE detection of combinations resulting in TCRαβ
heterodimers that were disulfide bonded through their TM do-
mains, all mutants were constructed on a background in which the
cysteines responsible for a native intermolecular TCRαβ disulfide
bond in the CP regions were mutated to serine (“cysteineless”
TCR). This disulfide bond is not required for TCRαβ heterodimer
formation or for surface expression of TCR–CD3 complexes, but its
elimination is reported to result in “loose” association of ζζ such
that it cannot be detected by coimmunoprecipitation (IP) from
detergent extracts (21). As association of the ζζ dimer is the last
step of TCR assembly in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (19, 22,
23) and is required for transport of the octameric TCRαβ:CD3δe:
CD3γe:ζζ complex to the cell surface (23, 24), surface expression of
cysteineless TCR complexes is an indication that this defect is not in
ER assembly but rather in detergent stability of ζζ binding. We
tested this in T-cell lines with and without ζ expression and ob-
served that both disulfide-linked and non–disulfide-linked TCRs
were absolutely dependent on the ζ-chain for surface expression
(Fig. S1), confirming that ζζ associates with the cysteineless TCR.
Based on these results, we concluded that the cysteineless TCR is
capable of assembly with all signaling subunits and is therefore an
appropriate background for our disulfide scan.
Using a previously reported in vitro translation-based system to

assemble 35S-labeled TCR–CD3 complexes in ER-derived mem-
brane vesicles (19, 22), the TM cysteine mutants were tested in 104
different combinations to identify positions that were close enough
to become disulfide bonded within the assembled complex (the

entire primary screen is shown in Fig. S2). This system has been
shown to faithfully recapitulate the cotranslational folding and as-
sembly of multisubunit receptors (19, 22, 25–29), and the use of
conformation-specific antibodies and specialized affinity tags allows
isolation of receptor complexes of well-defined composition and
stoichiometry with very high sensitivity and specificity (19, 22). For
this screen, in vitro-transcribed mRNAs encoding each TCRαβ
combination were cotranslated with a master mix of CD3 and ζ
mRNAs and allowed to fold and assemble before treatment with
copper(II)-o-phenanthroline (CuPhe) to catalyze intramembrane
disulfide bond formation. Radiolabeled assembly products were
then extracted from washed ER vesicles in 1% digitonin and an-
alyzed by IP with the conformation-specific anti-CD3 antibody
OKT3 to identify disulfide-trapped TCRαβ combinations that had
assembled with properly folded CD3 heterodimers. The cross-
link–positive TCRαβ pairs identified from this primary screen
were collected and reanalyzed together in a separate experiment
(Fig. 2 A and B). Because the OKT3-captured products could
contain complexes of TCRαβ that coprecipitated with CD3δe or
CD3γe but did not necessarily contain both CD3 modules (19, 22),
we also performed a two-step sequential nondenaturing IP (snIP)
(19) to select only those complexes containing both CD3δ and
CD3γ, which represent minimally hexameric CD3δe:TCRαβ:
CD3γe complexes (Fig. 2C). From this analysis, 17 TCRαβ com-
binations were identified that resulted in recovery of assembled
complexes containing cross-linked TCR heterodimers [marked
with asterisks (*) in Fig. 2C and connecting lines in Fig. 2A],
demonstrating a very high degree of positional specificity. These
varied significantly with regard to total complex recovery and the
ratio of cross-linked to non–cross-linked TCR contained in the
complex, which could be due to several different parameters in-
cluding the distance and orientation between cysteines, depth in the
membrane (affecting accessibility to oxidizing agent), and the ability
of individual cysteine mutant TCR proteins to fold and assemble
normally in the ER. Because these compounding factors are not
easily deconvoluted, we have treated all of these as cross-link pos-
itive and have not attempted to distinguish among them on a
quantitative basis in later analyses (Discussion). Cross-links were
most abundant in the N- and C-terminal TM-flanking sequences,
which may be unstructured, but those falling within the predicted
TM domains display an approximately helical periodicity, spaced
three to four residues apart. These results indicate that discrete
helical faces of the TCRα and TCRβ TM domains are accessible to
one another and in close proximity within the ER-assembled TCR–
CD3 complex.

A B

Fig. 1. Strategy for a TCRαβ TM disulfide scan. (A) Composition of the αβTCR–CD3 complex. The shaded disk represents the lipid bilayer. Arrows indicate the
recognized intramembrane assembly steps orchestrated by basic (blue circles), acidic (red circles), and hydroxyl-bearing serine/threonine (yellow circles)
residues. Yellow boxes represent immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motifs (ITAMs) in CD3 and ζ cytoplasmic tails. Ribbon diagrams of extracellular
domains were prepared using the crystal structures of a human αβTCR [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID code 1KGC] (78) and the crystal structures of human CD3δe
(1XIW) (79) and human CD3γe (1SY6) (80). (B) Connecting peptide (CP), predicted transmembrane (TM), and cytosolic sequences of human TCRα and TCRβ
proteins. Asterisks (*) indicate positions to be substituted with cysteine in a TM disulfide scan.
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TCRαβ TM Association Is Required for Stable Assembly with ζζ. Be-
cause disulfide bond formation is irreversible under oxidizing
conditions, transient encounters could result in accumulation of
cross-linked products, and thus their observation does not neces-
sarily indicate a specific and stable structure. Furthermore, the
inability to coprecipitate ζζ in the absence of the native CP region
disulfide bond (21) (also observed in our screen; Fig. 2 B and C)
leaves open the possibility that the detection of TM interactions
was the result of an altered TCRαβ structure. However, one of the
17 observed cross-links restored detergent-stable ζζ association
(Fig. 2C, TCRα-F26C × TCRβ-E20C; termed “F×E” hereafter),
providing strong evidence that this cross-linked product effectively
reproduced the native TCRαβ TM structure. Co-IP of ζζ with the
F×E heterodimer was CuPhe dependent (Fig. 2D, compare lanes 3
and 4 in both panels), showing that the disulfide cross-link, and not
merely the presence of the cysteine substitutions, was what had
restored the native-like ζζ association. To test whether this cross-
link was compatible with the unaltered CP region, we further an-
alyzed the F×E combination on the background of TCR proteins
with the native CP cysteines intact (Fig. 2E). We were able to
distinguish between the CP and TM disulfide bond locations by
using the strong polar reducing agent tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine

(TCEP) to selectively reduce extracellular disulfide bonds in the
detergent-extracted complexes (Fig. 2E, compare lanes 1 and 4)
while sparing the intramembrane cross-link (compare lanes 2 and
5). Introduction of the TM cysteines on the WT CP background
did not alter complex assembly or formation of disulfide-bonded
TCR (compare lanes 1 and 3), and the F×E cross-link was de-
tected with similar efficiency whether the native disulfide bond
was present or absent (compare lanes 5 and 6). Together, these
data show that the F×E TM cross-link is equally compatible with
WT and cysteineless backgrounds, and that detergent-resistant
ζζ binding requires both close association of TCRα and TCRβ
TM domains, presumably stabilized by the extracellular disul-
fide bond in the WT TCR, and a specific TM conformation that
is uniquely replicated by the F×E intramembrane disulfide
cross-link.

Structure of the F×E Disulfide-Bonded TCRαβ TM Heterodimer. Based
on the finding that the TCRαβ TM domains are closely associated
within the assembled complex, and taking into account the unique
characteristics of the F×E TM cross-link, we wanted to explore the
possible conformations available to the F×E–cross-linked product
within a lipid bilayer using replica exchange molecular dynamics

A

B

C

D

E

Fig. 2. Identification of specific TCRαβ TM contacts within the receptor complex. (A) Summary of observed TCRαβ TM cross-links indicated by solid lines between
cysteine-substituted positions. The F×E cross-link highlighted in the text is marked in red. Residue numbering throughout the paper starts at the CP cysteines
responsible for the native intermolecular TCRαβ disulfide bond. (B) Panel of cross-link–positive combinations from the primary disulfide scan shown in Fig. S2. The
indicated control (WT, cysteineless) or cysteine mutant human A6 TCRα (HA-tagged) and TCRβ [streptavidin-binding peptide (SBP)-tagged] mRNAs were
cotranslated with a master mix of human CD3 and ζ mRNAs in in vitro assembly reactions and treated with 1 mM copper(II):phenanthroline (CuPhe) in TBS to
induce TM disulfide bond formation. Digitonin-extracted products were immunoprecipitated using mAb OKT3 (anti-CD3δe/CD3γe) and separated by nonreducing
SDS/PAGE. IP control panels demonstrate the specificity of product capture using WT and two of the strongest cross-link combinations; each indicated assembly
reaction was split and subjected to an IP with specific (OKT3) or isotype-matched irrelevant control (Ctrl) antibodies. (C) Aliquots of the same reactions shown in B
were subjected to CD3δ (PC-tagged) → CD3γ (FLAG-tagged) sequential nondenaturing IP (snIP) (19) to isolate minimally hexameric (CD3δe:TCRαβ:CD3γe) com-
plexes and analyzed as above. The IP controls contained isotype-matched irrelevant (Ctrl) antibodies in both steps of the snIP procedure. Asterisks (*) mark the
combinations counted as cross-link positive. (D) CuPhe dependence of TCRα-F26C × TCRβ-E20C (F×E) cross-linking and ζζ association. The indicated TCR combi-
nations were processed as in B either with (+) or without (−) CuPhe addition after assembly and analyzed by snIP to select minimally hexameric complexes (Left) or
only fully assembled ζζ-containing complexes (Right). Control (Ctrl) snIPs were performed as above on a duplicate CuPhe-treated WT assembly reaction, but used
biotin-blocked streptavidin (SA) in lieu of an isotype control in the first step of TCRβ → ζ snIP. (E) Comparison of TM cross-linking in the presence and absence of
the native CP-region disulfide bond. Assembled and CuPhe-treated complexes containing WT, F×E on the cysteineless background (F×ECS) or F×E on an otherwise
WT background with CP disulfide bond intact (F×EWT) were captured from digitonin lysates using SA beads to bind the SBP-tagged TCRβ chain. The final wash step
was performed with (+) or without (−) 10 mM TCEP in digitonin solution to selectively reduce EC but not TM disulfide bonds.
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(REMD) simulations (30). Accurate modeling of the individual TM
domains requires knowledge of the regions of α-helical structure,
which are commonly approximated from hydrophobicity-based TM
predictions. To obtain a more precise definition of the α-helical
limits for our simulations, we experimentally determined the re-
gions of intrinsic helical structure in TCRα- and TCRβ-derived CP-
TM peptides in lipid micelles using solution NMR (Fig. 3). Analysis
of secondary backbone chemical shifts using TALOS+ (31) iden-
tified 25-residue (TCRα) and 23-residue (TCRβ) segments of
continuous α-helical structure spanning the predicted TM domains,
with an additional helical turn identified N-terminal to the probable
extracellular TM limit of TCRα. We note that interactions between
the monomeric TCRα and TCRβ peptides could not be detected
in mixed samples under these micellar conditions, and generation
of disulfide-stabilized heterodimeric peptide complexes in sufficient
yield and purity for NMR studies has not been successful. However,
with strong biochemical evidence that a specific interface exists
within the assembled complex in a cellular membrane, we judged
that a computational approach incorporating both biochemical and
biophysical restraints would provide the most stringent analysis of
in situ TCRαβ TM structure.
Using the NMR-derived helix limits, we modeled the F×E

disulfide-bonded TCRαβ TM dimer in an implicit lipid bilayer
system (32) and ran a 10-ns REMD simulation (32 replicas) to

evaluate the structural features of the interface. This simulation
yielded a single dominant cluster encompassing 469 (94%) of 500
randomly selected structures that varied by only 0.5-Å backbone
root-mean-square deviation (rmsd), indicating that a single unique
TM packing orientation was consistent with the cross-linked
product. The centroid structure representing this cluster (Fig. 4
A and B) reveals a left-handed coiled-coil with contacts along the
entire length of the two helices. Several features of this structure
indicate that it faithfully represents the interface detected in our
disulfide scan: first, although only a single disulfide restraint was
used in the simulation, the TCRαβ interface contains all of the
positions where cysteine substitutions resulted in interhelical cross-
links (Fig. 4A, shown in magenta), with the exception of the TCRα-
N20 to TCRβ-S14 cross-link involving residues that face away from
the interface. This is where the TM domains emerge from the
membrane into the extracellular space and may represent a region
of more dynamic structure. Second, this arrangement places the
three basic residues in outward-facing positions (Fig. 4B) that are
consistent with their known roles in assembly with the dimeric
signaling modules (19). This is in line with our biochemical data
showing that this cross-link formed in the context of a fully as-
sembled TCRαβ:CD3δe:CD3γe:ζζ complex. Finally, the C-termi-
nal portion of the interface contains three polar amino acids that
form two potential interhelical hydrogen bonds: one between the

CDVKLVEKSFETDTNLNFQNLSVIGFRILLLKVAGFNLLMTLRLWSS 

 CGFTSVSYQQGVLSATILYEILLGKATLYAVLVSALVLMA 
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Fig. 3. Determination of TCRα and TCRβ TM helix limits by solution NMR. (A) 15N-, 13C-, and 2H (70%)-labeled peptides corresponding to connecting peptide (CP)
and predicted TM regions of TCRα and TCRβ were reconstituted to 0.5 mM in 250 mM LMPG and 20 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) and 1H-15N TROSY–heter-
onuclear single-quantum coherence spectra were recorded at 600-MHz 1H frequency and 35 °C. Full backbone resonance assignments were obtained for residues
3–47 (TCRα) and 3–40 (TCRβ) using standard triple-resonance experiments (Experimental Procedures) and backbone secondary chemical shift analysis was carried
out using the TALOS+ software package (31). (B) Identification of helical regions from TALOS+ analysis. Asterisks (*) indicate positions where substitutions were
made in NMR peptide constructs to facilitate production and analysis: C → S to block covalent homodimerization during production and purification; K → V to
stabilize unassembled TM peptides in lipid micelles; M → V to avoid internal cleavage by cyanogen bromide.
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TCRαT41 and TCRβY29 hydroxyl groups, and a second between
the TCRαN37 side chain and a backbone carbonyl oxygen at
TCRβA26 (Fig. 4C). This region was devoid of cross-links in our
disulfide scan (Fig. 2A), indicating that cysteine substitutions in this
part of the interface may have been disruptive to TCRαβ TM
packing and therefore incompatible with detection of close helix–
helix contacts. However, the detection of cross-links at interface
positions before and after this region confirms their close proximity.

A Distance-Restrained Simulation Using All Interhelical Cross-Links
Yields the Same Structure. In a separate and independent analy-
sis, we tested whether the larger panel of experimentally derived
interhelical restraints could be accommodated by a single TCRαβ
TM structure. We selected all cross-links where both cysteine

substitutions were located within the α-helical regions identified by
NMR (Fig. 4D) and applied these as distance restraints rather
than modeling them as disulfide bonds, following a strategy similar
to NMR structure determination using nuclear Overhauser en-
hancement (NOE)-derived distances. Eight equally weighted dis-
tance restraints of 3.7 Å (lower bound) to 6.0 Å (upper bound)
were applied between Cβ atoms of the native amino acids at
positions where cross-links were observed. This range was chosen
to approximate the Cβ–Cβ distance in real disulfide bonds
(≤4.5 Å) with a flexible upper limit to accommodate the simul-
taneous enforcement of restraints that were observed separately
and had variable cross-link efficiency. The results converged
within the first 3 ns of a 10-ns REMD simulation (Fig. 4D), with
the major cluster containing 475 (95%) of 500 randomly selected

ββα
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α
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β

β

β

β

β
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β

α
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α
ζζ
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γε

β β

βα

α

α

β

α

βα

α

α

β

α

β

A B C

ED

Fig. 4. Structure of the TCRαβ TM interface within the receptor complex. (A) The centroid structure from the major cluster in a 10-ns REMD simulation of the
F×E disulfide-bonded TCRαβ TM heterodimer in an implicit lipid bilayer model. Residues involved in the cross-links identified in Fig. 2 are highlighted in
magenta. The basic residues required for assembly with dimeric signaling modules (blue) were replaced with leucine for stability in the bilayer during
simulation, but are shown as the native arginine and lysine residues in the models to highlight their positions. (B) Top view (down the long axis of the helix
dimer, from the extracellular side) of the structure shown in A. The experimental F×E disulfide bond is shown in magenta and yellow. The assembly points for
dimeric signaling modules are labeled in blue. (C) Close-up view of the polar network formed by TCRα-N37, TCRα-T41, and TCRβ-Y29. (D) An independent
REMD simulation (10 ns) was performed using helix restraints from the NMR data (Fig. 3) and eight distance restraints (Cβ–Cβ distance: 3.7- to 6.0-Å range)
from disulfide scan data. Each plot shows the real Cβ–Cβ distance as a function of time during the simulation and is color-coded to the lines connecting cross-
linked positions in the sequences above. (E) Side view of the aligned centroid structures from the F×E disulfide bond simulation (green and yellow with blue
basic residues) and the distance-restrained simulation (light gray with blue basic residues). The backbone rmsd between these two structures is 0.5 Å.
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structures (backbone rmsd of 0.6 Å within the cluster). The cen-
troid structure from this cluster was nearly identical to the F×E
disulfide-bonded centroid structure, aligning with a backbone
rmsd of 0.5 Å (Fig. 4E). The agreement between these two ap-
proaches provides very strong evidence that our model represents
the TCRαβ TM structure that forms within the assembled re-
ceptor complex and suggests that the structural differences be-
tween the F×E cross-link that supports normal ζζ association and
those that do not may be subtle.
To test the favorability of the interface without restraints, the

non–disulfide-bonded structure was inserted into an explicitly
modeled 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC)
bilayer and subjected to a longer simulation (200 ns) in which all
interhelical distance restraints were removed (Fig. S3). Variations
from the starting structure were largely confined to the N-terminal
half of the interface, whereas the C-terminal half was very stable
and the polar interface contacts maintained consistent hydrogen-
bonding distances throughout the simulation. Sequestration of po-
lar residues at protein interfaces is particularly favorable in the
hydrophobic environment of the lipid bilayer interior (33, 34), and
polar interactions are already known to play important roles at
other sites guiding TM associations within the TCR complex (18)
(Fig. 1A) and other activating immune receptors (35). This prompted
us to ask whether the polar residues identified in the TCRαβ
TM interface are a common feature in TCR sequences from an
evolutionary perspective.

The Polar Residues in the TCRαβ TM Interface Are a Conserved
Feature of All TCRs. The predicted TM domains of TCR proteins
have previously been noted for their high degree of sequence
conservation (36). The variation in TM sequences among placental
mammals is indeed very low, particularly for TCRβ. Considerably
greater variation is observed when sequences from marsupials,
birds, reptiles, amphibians, and fish are included (Fig. S4), yet the
polar N, T, and Y residues in the TCRαβ TM interface identified
here are conserved. Moreover, these features are also present in
vertebrate TCRδ and TCRγ sequences, which otherwise diverge
significantly from their TCRαβ counterparts. Fig. 5 illustrates the
variation among TCRα/δ sequences (A) and TCRβ/γ sequences
(B) representing vertebrate species from humans to sharks. The
most conserved features are the basic residues making key contacts
to signaling modules (R and K) and the polar residues found in the
TCRαβ interface (N, T[S], Y). The pre-Tα chain, which forms
receptor complexes containing newly synthesized TCRβ chains at
an early stage of T-cell development in the thymus, contains a
similar motif to TCRα/δ in which the asparagine is replaced with
aspartic acid (Fig. S4E). This level of conservation suggests that
the C-terminal portion of the TM interface plays a particularly
important role in TCR structure and/or function. We also noted
that a second (N-terminal) conserved tyrosine in TCRβ/γ is posi-
tioned in our model such that it is directly adjacent to the TCRα
arginine that contacts ζζ (Fig. 4). This is consistent with reports
that mutation of this residue caused loss of ζζ co-IP and signaling
defects in cell lines (37, 38) and indicates that it is likely to make a
direct contribution to ζζ stabilization within the complex.

Mutations in the Conserved TCRαβ TM Interface Result in Altered
Receptor Complex Assembly. Finally, we examined the effects of
mutations in the conserved C-terminal region of the TCRαβ TM
interface on receptor complex assembly. We generated a panel of
mutants predicted to alter the structure or stability of the interface
and examined their ability to form TCRαβ heterodimers and as-
sembled receptor complexes (Fig. 6). None of the mutants exhibi-
ted significant defects in formation of disulfide-bonded TCRαβ
heterodimers (Fig. 6 A and B), which is driven by folding of the Ig
EC domains, but large variations were observed in the recovery of
stably assembled TCR–CD3 complexes (Fig. 6 C and D). We
probed aliquots of the same reactions shown in A for assembled

complexes using a two-step hexamer selection (as in Fig. 2C) and
found that substitution of TCRα-N37 with the large hydrophobic
residues leucine and phenylalanine resulted in severe reductions in
complex recovery (Fig. 6D, quantitation from four independent
experiments: mean 13% and 1.4% of WT for leucine and phenyl-
alanine substitutions, respectively). A defect was also observed with
the smaller alanine substitution at this position, although this dif-
ference did not reach statistical significance in our quanti-
tative analysis. As this result indicated a steric effect related to
introduction of bulky hydrophobic residues between helices, we
tested a phenylalanine substitution at TCRβ-V33, another position
that is buried in the closely packed C-terminal interface. A signif-
icant defect was also observed with this mutation (mean 38% of
WT), and we noted that phenylalanine never occurs at this position
in our survey of 66 vertebrate TCRβ/γ sequences (Fig. 5B and
Fig. S4 C andD). This series of mutants provides strong support for
the location of these residues at a helix–helix interface and dem-
onstrates that introduction of a steric barrier to close association
was sufficient to cause a near-complete block in stable complex
formation. Thus, the ability of the TCRαβ TM domains to adopt a
closely packed structure also impacts on their ability to productively
assemble with the two CD3 heterodimers.
Substitutions that eliminated the hydrogen-bonding hydroxyl

groups at TCRα-T41 (mutated to alanine) or TCRβ-Y29 (mutated
to phenylalanine) also caused defects (mean 39% and 44% of WT,
respectively). However, because the combination of both mutations
restored the assembled complex recovery to WT levels, these de-
fects likely derive from leaving an unpaired polar group rather than

A

B

Fig. 5. Evolutionary conservation of key TCR TM interface features. Se-
quence logos illustrate the degree of amino acid conservation within TM
sequences based on vertebrate TCRα/TCRδ (A; 65 sequences total) and TCRβ/
TCRγ (B; 66 sequences total) alignments. The sequences of human TCRα and
TCRβ TM domains are shown below sequence logos for reference. The height
of each letter stack indicates relative conservation at that position, whereas
the height of each individual letter indicates its relative prevalence at that
position. Colors represent basic (blue), acidic (red), hydroxyl/thiol-containing
(yellow), carboxamide (purple), small (green), and aromatic/hydrophobic
(black) side-chain categories. Labels below the reference sequences indicate
the role of each conserved polar residue. Logo graphics were generated
using the WEBLOGO internet application (weblogo.berkeley.edu). Addi-
tional sequence logos for individual TCR proteins and all sequences included
in the analysis are provided in Fig. S4.
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to elimination of the intermolecular hydrogen bond per se. This is
also supported by the observation that the combination of these
two mutations with the TCRα-N37A substitution (“3mut”) was
indistinguishable from TCRα-N37A alone, showing that elimina-
tion of the tyrosine–threonine interaction caused no additional
defect. Because our biochemical analysis relies on recovery of de-
tergent-extracted noncovalent protein complexes, we cannot dis-
tinguish between failure to assemble within the ER and formation
of an altered, detergent-sensitive structure. Nonetheless, these re-
sults demonstrate that TCRαβ heterodimers with altered TM in-
terfaces are less able to form “normal” receptor complex structures.
Taken together, our data show that the TCRαβ TM domains are
closely associated through a specific and conserved interface, and
that formation of this core structure is an integral feature of the
assembled TCR complex.

Discussion
In this study, we have applied a combination of biochemical, bio-
physical, and computational techniques to analyze the relationship
between TCRα and TCRβ TM domains within the membrane-
embedded receptor complex and evaluate its relevance in estab-
lishing the overall structure and stability of the intact, untriggered
receptor. The interaction of two α-helices oriented in a lipid bilayer
is a problem that is highly amenable to computational analysis, and
inclusion of high-quality experimental restraints such as our NMR-
derived secondary structure analysis and intermolecular cysteine
cross-linking data results in a significant contraction of the relevant
conformational space to be searched. Cysteine cross-linking has
previously been applied to study TM interactions within homodi-
meric and heterodimeric type I membrane protein complexes, and
these studies have established a strong correlation between cross-
link–derived models and independent biochemical, biophysical,

computational, and functional data (39–41). Our stringent analysis
of assembly products identified one TCRαβ cysteine combination
(F×E) that we could confidently model as an explicitly disulfide-
bonded, membrane-embedded TM heterodimer in REMD simu-
lations, because we showed that it supports a stable octameric
receptor complex assembly and is compatible with the native,
disulfide-bonded CP regions. The excellent agreement of this
model with the results of an independent simulation using multiple
interhelical cross-links as distance restraints confirmed that our
biochemical data are internally consistent and supports the con-
clusion that our model represents the structure that is formed
within the assembled complex in a native lipid bilayer. Disulfide
cross-links as structural restraints have been given a quantitative
treatment by others, relating cross-link efficiency to distance over a
continuous scale (41). However, the interpretation of disulfide
bond efficiency within a lipid bilayer is subject to many com-
pounding factors, including distance and orientation between cys-
teine thiol groups, depth in the membrane, and, in the present
case, the ability of the cross-linked TCR product to maintain rel-
evant higher-order structures. For this reason, we took a conser-
vative approach by treating all cross-links equally and applied a
generous upper bound in our distance restraints.
Our results identified an interface between TCRα and TCRβ

TM domains that forms a structured hub for the octameric re-
ceptor complex within the lipid bilayer. Based on the locations of
lysine and arginine residues that organize the assembly with di-
meric signaling modules (19), this structure fixes the positions of
the two CD3 modules on opposite sides of the TCR within an
intimately associated eight-TM–helix bundle (Fig. 7). The ζζ
homodimer bridges and possibly contacts both CD3 modules as
well as TCRαβ. This close association with multiple subunit TM
domains provides a possible explanation for the observation that
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Fig. 6. Alteration of TCR complex stability by mutations in the C-terminal conserved TCRαβ TM interface. Assembly reactions containing the indicated TCRαβ
mutants (on the WT CP region background) were performed as in Fig. 2 but were not subjected to a CuPhe treatment step. All reactions received the same
master mix of CD3/ζ mRNAs. Each completed assembly reaction was split for analysis by snIP targeting TCRβ (SBP-tagged) followed by TCRα (HA-tagged) to
quantitate total disulfide-linked TCRαβ heterodimer (A), or targeting CD3δ (PC-tagged) followed by CD3γ (FLAG-tagged) to isolate minimally hexameric
CD3δe:TCRαβ:CD3γe complexes (C). Control (Ctrl) IPs used isotype-matched irrelevant antibodies or biotin-blocked SA in both steps of the snIP procedure as in
Fig. 2. A and C show a single representative experiment. B and D show quantitative analysis of four independent experiments from densitometry data. Each
plotted value represents the raw intensity of the TCRαβ band for the mutant, expressed as a percentage of WT in that experiment (an average of two in-
dependent WT controls in each experiment). Significance in Dwas determined in an ordinary one-way ANOVA uncorrected Fisher’s least significant difference
test with single pooled variance. Means and P values for each mutant are as follows: (TCRα-N37A) 55.1%, P = 0.1512 (ns); (TCRα-N37L) 13.4%, P < 0.0001;
(TCRα-N37F) 1.4%, P < 0.0001; (TCRβ-V33F) 37.6%, P = 0.0188; (TCRα-T41A) 38.9%, P = 0.0231; (TCRβ-Y29F) 43.8%, P = 0.0465; (TCRα-T41A, TCRβ-Y29F)
102.4%, P = 0.8681 (ns); (TCRα-N37A,T41A; TCRβ-Y29F 3mut) 62.0%, P = 0.2562 (ns).
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ζζ is the last module to join the complex (23), suggesting that its
stable assembly is contingent on recognition of a composite surface
with contributions from as many as four other TM helices that only
become available in the preassembled hexameric intermediate.
Our model also shows that there is only one significant TM surface
in the TCRαβ heterodimer (on TCRβ) that is not likely to be
buried at an interface with other subunit TM domains. This sur-
face features a glutamic acid residue (Fig. 7, E20) that is present in
all mammalian TCRβ sequences and is unlikely to be found
unshielded in the hydrophobic lipid bilayer interior (42). The
function of this acidic TM residue is unknown (discussed in ref.
16), but its location identifies the “exposed” TCRβ helix face as a
region of interest in potential oligomeric TCR interactions (43–45)
and associations with particular lipid or sterol moieties that have
been shown to regulate receptor activation (46, 47).
Several groups have proposed models of TCR–CD3 arrange-

ments based on extracellular domain interactions. Antibody epi-
tope mapping and computational docking studies (2, 48) suggested
association of CD3 heterodimers on opposing faces of TCRαβ,
whereas the locations of Cα and Cβ mutations that destabilize
TCR–CD3 associations (3, 49) point to colocation of CD3 mod-
ules on one face of the TCR heterodimer. Two recent solution
NMR-based studies proposed two-sided (50) or one-sided (51)
models using chemical shift and resonance intensity perturbations
measured among soluble dimeric ectodomain fragments. As it is
unclear how well the low-affinity (hundreds of micromolar to
millimolar), unoriented interactions observed in solution repre-
sent the contacts present within assembled, membrane-embedded
complexes, models derived from these data should be considered
with care. Kuhns et al. (52) have also used cytoplasmic erythro-
poietin receptor (EpoR) signaling domain fusions to show that
the two CD3e subunits are in close proximity to one another at
the intracellular membrane surface. This result appears to favor
a one-sided arrangement; however, we note that the close
proximity among subunits within the eight-TM bundle in our model

indicates that any two TM domains could exit the membrane
separated by as little as one or two α-helix widths (∼15–30 Å), a
distance range that is well within the ∼40-Å limit for trans-
activation of EpoR-associated JAK kinases (53). Although the
short, rigid stalk regions of the CD3 proteins make it likely that
their folded EC domains sit directly above their TM domains, the
positions of TCRαβ EC domains cannot be extrapolated from the
TM arrangement because of the long CP sequences in TCR
subunits (∼22 and 16 residues in TCRα and TCRβ, respectively).
The TCR heterodimer could therefore sit above the two closely
positioned CD3 modules, consistent with the compact, elongated
structure observed in low-resolution electron microscopy images
of intact, membrane-bound complexes (43). Higher-resolution
data on intact complexes will be required to definitively determine
how the orientation of extracellular domains relates to the TM
arrangement we report here.
In addition to these insights into subunit organization within the

membrane, our study reveals a high degree of structural in-
terdependence among TM interactions within the octameric re-
ceptor complex. Although the conserved basic residues in the TCR
TM domains are well known to act as key determinants of the
modular assembly (16, 18) (the “spokes” around the TCRαβ hub in
our model), we find that alterations to the internal TCRαβ TM
interface can have a profound impact on the assembly and/or sta-
bility of the full complex even when these key contacts are not
mutated. This interdependence points to a highly structured unit
within the membrane and suggests that the TM domains of the
TCR complex may be broadly more similar to the closely packed
TM helix bundle of a G-protein–coupled receptor than to a loosely
associated group of helices pinned together at a few focused con-
tact points; thus, it may represent a structure that is capable of
transmitting signals across the membrane through concerted con-
formational changes. The relevance of structural transitions in TCR
signal initiation is an area of active research, and the recently
recognized role for force in generating TCR-mediated responses
(2, 4, 54–56) requires a mechanistic explanation of how force
transmission to the cytoplasmic signaling domains is achieved. The
potential involvement of changes in TM orientation in this process
has been proposed by several groups (13–15, 36), but the first direct
experimental test of a TM change model comes from the recent
work of Lee et al. (17), who applied three different proximity-based
techniques to document a ligand-induced change in the distance
between the membrane-proximal intracellular ends of the two
chains within a ζζ dimer. The nature of upstream structural changes
that may trigger this mechanical switch was not experimentally
addressed in this study, but our data suggest that alterations in the
TCRαβ TM structure could be directly communicated to some or
all of the signaling modules at the level of TM helix interactions.
This will be an important area for further investigation.
The conservation of the polar N-T-Y residues in the C-terminal

TCR TM interface is striking: they are present in species ranging
from sharks to humans, encompassing ∼450 My (57) of vertebrate
evolution, in both αβ and γδ TCR sequences. Although our mu-
tagenesis experiments (Fig. 6) showed that introducing a steric
block to close packing in this region was highly disruptive, the
milder structural effects of eliminating all three polar groups raises
the question of whether their primary role is in complex assembly
within the ER, providing a stable core around which the signaling
modules are gathered, or in a later stage such as receptor trig-
gering or regulation. Evidence that this site is functionally relevant
comes from a series of studies showing that mutation of the ty-
rosine in this triad (to leucine or phenylalanine) caused signaling
defects in mutant T-cell clones (37, 58–60). Teixeiro et al. (61) also
produced OT-I transgenic mice bearing a TCR with the tyrosine-
to-leucine mutation and reported defects in NF-κB activation,
TCR polarization, and CD8+ memory T-cell generation. Although
the mechanism underlying these effects has not been elucidated,
our results predict that alteration of the core TCRαβ TM interface

Fig. 7. Model of TM arrangement within the octameric TCR complex. Posi-
tions of signaling modules are inferred from the locations of key basic TM
residues (19) around the TCRαβ TM coiled-coil structure. Polar side chains dis-
cussed in the text are shown in stick representation. The ζζ TM structure was
generated from PDB entry 2HAC (20). CD3δe and CD3γe are shown as gray
circles because no structural information is available and the subunit positions
within each dimer are unknown. Red crescents represent acidic residues in-
volved in assembly with TCR chains (19).
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and the network of conserved interface residues are involved.
Further studies will be required to establish whether the structure
we identified here in the untriggered receptor changes upon an-
tigen ligation and how this may be related to other extracellular
and intracellular structural transitions that influence transbilayer
signal transmission.

Experimental Procedures
Cysteine Scanning Assay. Single cysteine substitutions were generated on the
human A6 TCR (62) sequence by standard PCR-based mutagenesis. In vitro
translation/assembly constructs and reaction conditions have been described in
detail elsewhere (19). Briefly, in vitro-transcribed mRNAs encoding all full-
length receptor subunits and mutants were pretested for matched translation
and ER microsome import. Combinations of TCRα and TCRβ mRNAs were then
cotranslated with a master mix of CD3δ, CD3γ, CD3e, and ζ mRNAs in the
presence of ER microsomes for 30 min at 30 °C before addition of oxidized
glutathione (4 mM final concentration) to initiate oxidative folding and as-
sembly. After a further 4-h incubation at 30 °C, the completed assembly re-
actions were stopped by dilution in 0.5 mL of ice-cold Tris-buffered saline (TBS)
(pH 8) containing 1 mM copper(II)-o-phenanthroline, subjected to one freeze/
thaw cycle, and incubated at 30 °C for 30 min. The membrane fraction was
collected by centrifugation and washed with cold TBS before extraction with
1% digitonin in TBS containing 10 mM iodoacetamide to block disulfide bond
formation after extraction and during handling. Cleared lysates were immu-
noprecipitated with antibody-coupled agarose beads (4 °C for 2 h or over-
night). For two-step CD3δ → CD3γ IP analysis (hexamer selection), products
were captured using the calcium-dependent anti-protein C antibody HPC4
(Roche) with 1 mM CaCl2, washed and eluted with 5 mM EDTA, and then
recaptured using anti-FLAG M2 mAb (Sigma-Aldrich). Alternatively, streptavi-
din-binding peptide (SBP)-tagged products were initially captured with
streptavidin, washed and eluted with 100 μM biotin, and then recaptured with
anti-ζ mAb 6B10.2 (Santa Cruz) or anti-HA mAb HA-7 (Sigma-Aldrich). Final
products were eluted in SDS, treated with Endonuclease H (New England
Biolabs), separated on 12% NuPAGE gels (Life Technologies) under non-
reducing conditions and transferred to PVDF membranes for phosphoimagery.

Peptide Production and NMR Analysis. Human TCRα and TCRβ CP-TM peptides
were produced in Escherichia coli as trpLE fusions as previously reported (63),
purified on nickel-NTA affinity resin (Sigma), and released from the histidine-
tagged trpLE sequence by cyanogen bromide digest [0.5 M CNBr in 80% (vol/vol)
trifluoroacetic acid] overnight at room temperature. Digest products were sep-
arated by reversed-phase HPLC on an Agilent Zorbax Stable Bond C3 column.
NMR samples were prepared by dissolving lyophilized, stable isotope-labeled
peptides to 0.5 mM in 250 mM lysomyristoyl phosphatidylglycerol, 20 mM
phosphate buffer (pH 6.8), and 5% (vol/vol) D2O. Data were collected on a
Bruker Avance III 600-MHz spectrometer equipped with triple-resonance cryo-
probe. Backbone assignments were obtained from transverse relaxation-opti-
mized (TROSY) (64) versions of the HNCO, HN(CO)CA, and HNCACB experiments
(65) using the CARA software package (66). Backbone chemical shift-based sec-
ondary structure analysis was done using the TALOS+ web server (31).

TCRαβ TM Modeling in Implicit Bilayer. REMD simulations (30) were used to
model TCRαβ TM structures. The TM sequences used in this study are
LNFQNLSVIGFRILLLKVAGFNLLMTLRL (human TCRα) and LSATILYEILLGKA-
TLYAVLVSALVLMA (human TCRβ), where charged arginine and lysine resi-
dues (bold) were mutated to leucine for helix stability in the hydrophobic
membrane. TCRα and TCRβ TM helices were built based on backbone
chemical shift analysis and were initially separated by 30 Å in simulations
using distance restraints. For both disulfide-bonded and distance-restrained
models, a 10-ns simulation with 32 replicas in a temperature range of 300–

750 K was performed in a GBSW implicit membrane model (32) using
CHARMM (67). The GBSW default options provided in Implicit Solvent
Modeler in CHARMM-GUI (68) were used with an empirical surface tension
coefficient (0.03 kcal·mol−1·Å−2) for the nonpolar solvation contribution.
During the simulation without the disulfide bond, distance restraints were
applied between Cβ atoms of eight residue pairs showing cross-links when
mutated to cysteine. The CHARMM default options for NOE restraints with a
soft asymptote were used with RMIN = 3.7 Å and RMAX = 6.0 Å to mimic
disulfide bond formation while allowing some additional flexibility to satisfy
multiple restraints. We used a time step of 2 fs and a collision frequency of γ =
5 ps−1 for the Langevin dynamics simulation with the SHAKE algorithm (69).
Replica exchanges were attempted every 1 ps, controlled by the CHARMM
REPDSTR module (70). The centroid structure obtained from the cluster anal-
ysis (see below) was used to model initial structures of TCRαβ in longer,
unrestrained simulations.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations in Explicit Lipid Bilayer. The TCRαβ centroid
structure from distance-restrained REMD simulations was inserted into an
explicit POPC bilayer using Membrane Builder (71, 72) at the CHARMM-GUI
website (68). The system was composed of the TM model with 60 POPC lipids
in each leaflet and bulk water with 150 mM KCl. This system was equili-
brated using CHARMM by following Membrane Builder’s six-step protocol
(71), where the restraints on the components were gradually relaxed during
simulations. For better statistics, we repeated the above procedure to pre-
pare five independent replicas. After equilibration, a 200-ns restraint-free
production run was performed for each system using NAMD (73) under the
constant temperature and pressure condition (NPT) at 303.15 K and 1 bar,
where temperature was controlled by Langevin dynamics with a coupling
coefficient of 1 ps−1 and the pressure was controlled by a Nosé–Hoover
Langevin piston (74, 75) with a period of 50 fs and a decay of 25 fs. The van
der Waals interactions were smoothly switched off over 10–12 Å by a force-
switching function (76), and the electrostatic interactions were calculated by
the particle-mesh Ewald method (77) with a mesh size of ∼1 Å for fast
Fourier transformation and sixth-order B-spline interpolation. We used an
integration time step of 2 fs using the SHAKE algorithm (69).

Cluster Analysis for Modeling. To evaluate the sampled conformations, we
performed hierarchical clustering, where initially all sample conformations
were assigned into different clusters. Starting from these initial clusters, pairs
were merged when the average distance metric between the cluster pair (e.g.,
rmsd between conformations) was less than a predefined cutoff value. The
clusteringwas iterated until therewas no cluster closer than the cutoff distance
metric. Sample size was limited to 500 conformations in each cluster analysis to
minimize computational cost. Cluster analysis was performed based on Cα rmsd
with a cutoff value of 3 Å using 3- to 10-ns REMD simulation trajectory at 300 K.
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